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New Board Games

KogWorkS It's the game that will leave your mind
twisting and turning! Based on a unique game
device of spinning cogs. Beautifully crafted,
visually engaging and amazingly tactile. $39.99
Lokulus
The Reincarnation of
Archimedes’
puzzle.
Enjoy hours of puzzling
fun as you play within
the confines of the
frame. Crack one freeform challenge after another! $19.99
Kaleidoscope Classic
18
unique
pieces
incorporate a unique 1
player puzzle and an
addictive strategy game
for 2 - 3 players. Solve
challenges in minutes to
hours, even days and weeks. Internationally
Acclaimed and Multi-Award Winning. $39.99
Akumulate The mathematical
family strategy game, an
intersection of spatial and
numerical thinking. Addictive
number crunching fun – like
Scrabble with numbers. $49.99
Hangman Remember classic
hangman played on the school
blackboard? This is a 3D
version. Guess the phrase
before it is too late for the man.
Gamepad, gallows, noose and
six piece man to hang. $24.95
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Wacky Alarm Clocks
These digital alarm clocks will ensure you wake
properly because the do not shut up easily. They
will certainly wrestle you from the depths of your
slumber.
Puzzle Alarm Clock
When the alarm sounds, it
also ejects the puzzle
pieces. The only way to
shut it up is to solve the
puzzle. Not a hard puzzle,
but the pieces may have
scattered around your
room. $39.95
Flying Alarm Clock
We have had this one
before but now it is
much cheaper.
Time flies! When this
alarm goes off, the
helicopter unit launches
and flies around your
room. To turn it off,
you must retrieve it and return it to the base. $29.95
Laser Target Alarm Clock
The little red man holds up a
large target and the remote
control incorporates a laser
pointer. When the alarm goes
off, you need to aim carefully
because only a hit on the
centre bullseye will turn off
the alarm. $39.95
McLaren-Mercedes
Alarm Clock
Displays a mounted
scale
model
and
features an alarm that
is an actual recording
of the original engine
racing up through its
6 gears. Play with the inbuilt accelerator pedal to
rev the engine. $99.95
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Rescue Knives

New Blokey Books

Rescue knives are used by rescue crews, especially
at car crashes, and also by corrective service
officers and psych nurses dealing with suicides.
These knives cut well but stab bluntly. Both are
folding lock knives, featur ing single hand opening
and closing, hardened glass break point, lanyard
hole, belt clip, and a blunt tip on the serated blade
to avoid mishap if dropped.
Pacific Rescue Knife S $29.95
An affordable safety tool - keep one in your car.

Australia's Worst Disasters
Malcolm Brown and others
examine some of the worst human
dramas that we have witnessed in
Australia, looking at not only what
happened, but often how tragedy
could have been avoided. Cases
include Cyclone Tracey, the West
Gate Bridge Disaster, the Ash
Wednesday bushfires, the Thredbo landslide, the
demolition of the Royal Canberra Hospital, the
1998 Sydney-Hobart yacht race and the Sea King
helicopter disaster. $19.99
Building a Better Bloke
Become a man women want.
You're a great bloke, right? So
why can't you get a date? Sam
sets you straight on what attracts
women and keeps them interested.
It turns out Mum was right grooming and manners are
important. Not another book about
how to be a pick-up artist or a stud - being a man
and attracting women is about getting engaged with
life and building your self-esteem. $24.95
James Halliday Australian
Wine Companion 2009
Updated and revised edition with
tasting notes for 5778 wines. Lists
and profiles of 1661 wineries,
including 169 new wineries from
last edition. This is the definitive
guide to Australian wine. $34.95
Beneath the Dardanelles
The Australian submarine AE2
achieved a daring passage through
the Dardanelles on 25 April 1915.
Her mission to 'run amuck' ended
after five days in the Sea of
Marmara when she was caught by
the Turkish Sultanhisar torpedo
boat. This tells AE2's story from
both the Australian and Turkish perspectives, and
features extracts from the memoirs of the two
captains. The submarine’s wreck was rediscovered
in 1998 and is now under Turkish control. $24.95

Spyderco Rescue Knife Assist $195.00
Squeeze the blade into the handle to extrude the
glass break, or to snip climbing rope which it holds
firmly for single hand cutting. It even has a whistle
built into the high visibility handle.

Aussie Muscle Cars
Rough welded steel models
of these well loved cars.
Not scale models, but very
much in the spirit of the
classic cars.
Each approx 30cm long.
Range includes:
Holden Monaro HQ
Holden Monaro HK
Holden Torana LJ
Valiant Charger VH
Ford Falcon XC Cobra
Ford Falcon XW GT
$79.95 each.
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